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0. Introduction 
VA-saturated structures were first defined and studied by Ressayre [7]: if A is 
admissible and L ~ A is an alphabet, an L-structure ,~t is 2A-saturated if it 
satisfies a model-theoretic condition which is slightly stronger than the require- 
ment that ,14 realize, over any finite sequence of elements of I~gt. all types (not 
necessarily complete) which are v on A. all of whose A-finite subsets are realized 
in ..~¢. (See [7] or [ I]  for details.) 
As Ressayre proved in [7]. ~A-saturated structures can be characterized in 
other interesting ways. one of which we now describe. 
A structure (A, e~ U, R) is + -admissible, roughly, if A is admissible with respect 
to R used only positively (so R behaves like a 2' subset of A):  this is defined 
precisely in Section I. C is A-special if C is an admissible xtension of A such 
that (C. E. A) is .~-admissible and every subset of A which is an element of C is a 
subset of some element of A. It turns out that if A is admissible and ~o ~ A. then 
dt is ".x-saturated if and only if there is an A-special C and an isomorph ot( of .re 
such that ~ff' ~ C. This characterization is studied at length in [1]. It turns out that if 
one works with admissible sets with urelements, the hypothesis above that ¢o ~ A 
can be dropped, and that there is a canonical choice A(dd) of C when I.ffl is a set 
of urelements disjoint from A. 
In his Handbook article [5]. Makkai comments concerning the various charac- 
terizations ( = definitionst of VA-saturation. "'None of these definitions gives a hint 
why the following simple but fundamental property holds for VA-saturated 
structures . . . .  The union of an LA-elementary chain of 2A-saturated structures i
".x-saturated". it is partially the purpose of this paper, particularly Sections 2 and 
3 below, to contest lhis claim. We show that the "simple but fundamental 
property" follows directly from the alternative definition of _VA-saturated 
suggested by the characterization described, using two observations. One i ~ a 
certain functorial property of the correspondence b tween d,t and A(.,~I): the other 
is a natural generalization of the fact that the union of a _Vt-chain of admissible 
sets is itself admissible. 
* The author gratefully acknowledges the support of NSREC Grant A3479 and a University of 
Waterloo Research Grant. 
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The characterization i terms of A(M) sometimes enables one to construct 
simple natural proofs by makirg use of (admissible-)set-theoretical tools inside 
A (,el), rather than confining oneself to direct arguments involving the L,~-theory 
of .,tf. (Up to some primitive recursive coding, the LA-theory of ,¢t and A(,tt~ are 
the same thing.)This idea is applied in several arguments in [I], We apply it here 
again to prove Makkai's interpolation theorems for regular (Lindstrom) rehitions 
[4]. While the ultimate results are not new. a couple of interesting the|~rems are 
proved. In particular, we give a condition on (jointly) ~,~-saturated strhctures M 
and .~." equivalent o their standing in a regular relation. 
Section I below is devoted to an outline of necessary basic notions and a review 
of some definitions and theorems from r i]. We describe there as well a theory 
KPU*. which is the theolv of +-admissible structurcs from [I]. where KPU* 
appears only implicitly. Section 2 is devoted to some results concerning the 
models of KPU*: the most important is a generalization of the theorem that the 
union of a -V~-chain of admissible sets is admissible. To prove this generalization 
we need a notion of S ' -embedd ing  between two models of KPU*: such a 
mapping need not be an inclusion, even wh,,n the universes of the models arc 
transitixe sets. The results and proofs of Sections 2 and 3 repeatedly use ,,uch 
maps which are not inclusions: perhaps as ii11"tl as the results themselses, this fact 
seems intriguing. 
The major theorem of this section is thai the limit of a direct system of nlodcls 
of KPU*. with all mappings 5 ~-elnbeddings. is itself a model of KPIJ ~. 
In Section 3 we extend resuhs concerning the correspondence I~elw'een I,- 
,~tructures .ff and the structures M,.  when M is ~- -admissible. For x )~-saturated (a
straightforward generalization of -~,,,-saturated) structures .ft. the correspondence 
is functorial, cow, erting /,,x-elementary embeddings to ~ ~-embeddings. and con- 
tinuous, in that it preserves limits of direct systems. It will follow directly from 
what we then have that the union of an l.,x-elemcntary chain of _~,~-saturaled 
structures is ",x-saturated. (The result is also truc for _~ ;x.~ 
In Section 4 we review Ihe basic notions of Makkai's paper 114] on regular 
relations, and use -~A-saturated structures to prove two of the theorems of that 
paper. In [41. Makkai infers these from a stronger result which, for ~ariow, 
technical reasons, appears to be out of the reach of methods ba~,ctl in x.,_ 
saturation. 
The characterization wc use of ~_,,,-saluration i this paper can bc regarded a,, 
rccursion-theorctic (as long as anything mentioning admissibilily is so rcgardcdh 
As such. it can bc expcctzd to give rise lo some unpleasant arguments vdlich 
involve coding. As the results ~4 S,'ction 4 ~.tlso require fairly careful attention to 
be paid to syntactic form, real m-,tiness must arise somewhere. We have used 
Section 5 below as a durnping gromld L,r the most distasteful of these arguments. 
and have attempted to balance the conflicting (in this case) requirements hat the 
reader be both entertainc.l and con,,inced. 
A few comments on m~tation are in order. K will be used below to denote 
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alphabets, where L has been used in this introduction, in order that the passage 
from Makkai could be quoted without a comment  about alphabets. 
In accordance with what tradition there is. we have used the term "SA- 
saturated" (or ' ,v.]-saturated') in the introduction; we now revert to the terminology 
of [I 1. and write simply "A-saturated" (vg-saturated'):  as the A 's  vary and the v 
doesn"l, this seems the proper  notation. 
!. Preliminaries 
We shall try as much as possible to follow the notat ions and conventions of [1]; 
the most important of these will be reviewe.] below. Also as in [ l] ,  we shall 
work informally in a set theory with urelements: this could be avoided, but only at 
the cost of clumsy circumlocution in ZF. 
An alphabet K is a set of relation symbols: for convenience below we will not 
consider languages with operat ion symbols or constant symbols. The reader is 
assumed to be familiar with the notion of the language K ...... built up from the 
alphabet K, l .anguages K .... automatically contain = in this paper. If A i.~; a 
transitive set. KA is A f3K ...... The languages K .... contain the variables 
c,,. t'~ . . . . .  c, . . . . . .  If ,; is a formula of K ..... FV(,¢t=I i :  q is free in ¢}. If (~ is a 
class of formulas. ~¢."" = 1,; ~- '~ : FV( , ;~  ~l}. 
A K-structure .ff is an ordered pair (M. 0) where M is a set. the universe of °tl, 
and p is a function assigning to each relation symbol of K a relation of the 
appropriate degree on M, Wc shall use i.ttl to devote the universe of .t/, and may 
write R -~ for o(r) when d,l =(M.O).  Structures will be denoted by .M, J¢: M, ~ ,  
possibl} with subscripts, and correspondingly.  M. N. A, I3 will denote their respec- 
ti,.e uni,.crscs. 
We write .fit=cirri] to mean that the sequence theM"  satisfies ~: in M. The 
use of this notation implies that Fc(,; 1,~:~ ii. 
i,~ the rcsuh of simultaneously substituting t, for c, for i ~ l . . . . .  k. and relabelling 
bound ~ariablcs where necessary. This might also be written d~(~) where /: ~ 
(rt . . . . .  t~ ~ and [ :- (t~ . . . . .  &). or even ¢(t~ . . . . .  k ) if we have previously written 
,~lv~ . . . . .  t'~ ). so displaying its free variables. Other  useful barbarisms will appear 
below: for example,  we will write J//#q~(m~ . . . . .  m~) to mean that 
.ff#~p[(m~ . . . . .  m~)]. and compound the crime which such usages as 
M #Vc~ 3c~ ~(v~. m. v3, m'). with what we hope is an obvious meaning. 
A direct system of K-structures consists of a linearly ordered index set (1. <).  
and a pair S = <..¢t'...~')where .t¢ = (.tt~: i~_ 1). where .it, = (M,. V~) is a K-structure 
for each i~ l .  and .~'=( / , i :  i. j c l .  i< j ) .  where for each i< j .  [~, : IX ' I~M i is 
injective, and this assignment is assumed to satisfy the condition that ]ii= ]'~,]ik 
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when i<k  <j .  The requirements that (L <)  be a l inear order,  and that the 
mappings /,j be injective are a departure from standard usage; however,  these 
additional condit ions are satisfied by the systems that arise naturally below, and 
simplify some definit ions and arguments.  We have avoided the term "chain of 
structures" to emphasize that the maps f~ are not necessarily inclusions. 
If S is a direct system of K-structures we define the direct limit ~,g'= lira S as 
follows: 
I) the universe M' of M'  is the set of equivalence classes [x]., of  the relation 
on the disjoint union X of the M,'s for i c I. where for m~ e M, and m~_ M v we 
say m~-m2 if i= j  and ml=m2 or i~ j  and f , (m0=m,  or ( . (mO=m~ 
(whichever makes sense, depending on whether  i< j  or j < i): 
(2) if P is an n-ary predicate symbol of K and (m~ . . . . .  m[ , )cM' ,  then 
(,n~ . . . . .  m~,)~P"'  if there is ~ i  and mt . . . . .  :n , ,~M i suct~ that m~= 
[m~] . . . . . . .  m~,= fro,,] and (m~ . . . . .  m,,)c P~,. (That ~ above is an equivalence 
relation follows from the injectivity of the f,~'s.) 
L .  = {e. U} is the standard alphabet for set theory with urelements. We shall 
also consider alphabets L~ = {e. U. P~ . . . . .  P.} where P~ . . . . .  P. are unary rela- 
tion symbols. A A. formula is one built up from atomic formulas of L .  by means 
of ~ .  /,.. v .  and bounded quantifiers. We shall often use abbreviations such as 
"u ~ t'" and 'u = U c' for the formula of L .  which formally expresses the relation 
whose name appears in the abbreviation. We shall also write "u ~ P' as an 
abbreviation of "Vc e u Pt". where P is a unary relation symbol. We shall also use 
such expressions as "~u. r ~ w ¢ .  for "~u c~ w ~t' ~ w so'. etc. We remark that the 
variables u, v, w, possibly with subscripts, are used in our formal language of set 
theory, thus distinguishing it from our informal set theory, which also uses the 
same symbols e and U. 
'(A, E, W)' will be used to denote the Lo-structure ~/with universe A for which 
ea  = E and U ~a = W. Similarly, (A, E, W, R~ . . . . .  R . )  will be the L~-structure 
with universe A and sati,.fying e '~ = E, U '~ = W, Pi ~ = R,, i ---- 1 . . . . .  n. If A is a 
transitive set, we shall write (A,  e. U) for kA. • ~ A ~, UNA) .  
Suppose /..~={e. U. P~ . . . . .  P,,}: wc define a weak set theory KPU"  for use 
below: it consists of the following axioms: 
(1) Uv---,--u~_t'. 
(2) ~lv(-- Uc A Vu( -~ u c v)) (Empty Set), 
(3) 3w(u  ~ w ,. v ~ w) (Pairing), 
(41 3w Vth(v~ e w ,--, (3t,~)(t:.,.,s u ,~ v~ ~ t2)) tUnion).  
(5) .... Uth A .- Uc2AVw(w e v~ ~ wE t~i---, r~ = ~,~ (Extensionality). 
(6)~ ~v ~(v)---, 3c( ,~(~)AVt, 'e  v -  ,~(V:i) for ¢ cs (L,k,~, (Foundation Scheme), 
(7)~ :~w Vt ' ( r  c w ~ (v ~ u A ~)) for ,~ ~,~ and not containing the variable w (.1,, 
Separation Schemet. and 
(8),~ VU C w ~lth~, r'l . . . . .  V,[Vl~ p iA - . .  A r~ ~ p,,., ~ ]--~ 
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~.  ~_ w =1~,~. v~ . . . . .  v .  ~ wo(v~ ~_ w ^ • " • / ,  t~,. ~_ w.  ,~ q~)], 
for ~ a A o formula of Lo containing none of the variables w~, w~ . . . . .  w,. w 
(v+ Collection Scheme). 
If L~ = L.  (i.e. n = 0), (8),~ is to be understood to read simply 
Hence in this case (8),: is simply the A.  Collection Scheme. 
If L~ = L..  then KPU*  is simply Barwise's KPU (see [1] for a fuller discussion). 
if A is a transitive set and R~ . . . . .  R .  ~_ A. we say M = (A, e. U. R~ . . . . .  R. )  is 
+-admissible if M~ KPU*.  A transitive set A is admissible if (A. e. U)~ KPU.  
Note that if ag is +-admissible.  ta~[ is admissible. 
The notion of +-adm;ssibi l i ty is a simple generalization of the not ion-o f  
admissibility, and is studied extensively in [ 1. Section 3]. We review now several 
of the notions and results we shall need. These are most easily stated in the case 
that Lt = (~. U. P): they will be applied freely when Lt contains more than one 
unary relation symbol. 
A relation on a transitive set A is alo on A if it is definable on (A, E, U) by a ~.  
formula, possibly containing parameters  from A. If a~=(A.e .U .  R} is +-  
admissible, a relation R g A is X+ on .~ if there is a / to  relation S on A such that, 
for a~ . . . . .  a .  ~ A .  Ra~ . . . . .  a .  holds if and only if there are b. c ~ A such that 
c c- R and Shca~ . . . . .  a . .  This is generalization of the notion .v  on A ' ;  R is Vl 
on A if and only if it is ~ on (A, e, U, ¢). R is a ~ on ..d (a~-recursive) if R and 
its complement  in a¢ are _v, on .~. 
if :d is countable, a¢ = (A. ~./3". R} is + -admissible. K is k ~ on M. and X is a 
set of sentences of KA which is v+ on a¢. then either X has a model or some 
X,,<.:.,d has no model.  {For admissible sets. this is the Barwise Compactness 
Theorem. ) 
For our purposes, a Vaught sentence q~ over K is a formula of the form 
Vx,, ~ .=ly,,W Vx~/~ 3y~ W.  • -/)(X ~",.*, ,< ,~- ,~(x,,. yo . . . . .  x,, ,. y,,. ~. 
t,,, I I,,* I i~  I i1~ I . 
where ~,'~~K .... for he:--w, and sc l  ~', where 1 is some index set. If ~ is a 
K-structure. .¢~ I= (l~ ,~leans that there are 2n-ary relations 
"P(xo. y. . . . . .  x. t. Y,.--t) on M for n->0.  sc i  2", such that: 
(1) T '~ is true. 
(2) for all n~0.  s~l ' - " ,  and ~fz~M 2'' satisfying T ~, for all i , ,~ l  and nz~M.  
there are j., e I and m2e M such that &-m~-nz2  satisfies T ~ -~, -'.,. and 
(3) for every n ~(). s e 12.. and ~h ~ M 2" satisfying T ~, d~ ~ ~~[ffz]. 
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There is an elegant approximation theory, due to Vaught. for such sentences 
(cf. [8]): the ~esults we need from this theory will be proved in Section 4 in a form 
suited to our needs there. 
We shall use the term "Vaught sentence" below to apply to formulas w~th 
quantifier prehxes made up of an arbitrary sequence of symbols 
Vx~,Byk, ~(/~,~. ~ (and a different sequence in the prefix would require a 
change in (2) abovet, Of course, any such formula could, by the addition of 
vacuous quantifiers, disjunctions, and coajunctions be converted to an equivalent 
one of the form given above. 
2. Some Model Theory of KPU* 
We assume throughout this section that L~ is the alphabet obtained from L,, bv 
adjoining a single unary predicate symbol P. The notions and proofs below can 
readily be extended to the more general ease that L~ = L,,U{P~ . . . . .  P,,}: such 
generalizations will be applied below with a reference to the proof in the special 
case. 
If ¢ is a formula, we say ¢ is increasing in the variable t, if It' ~:= r'  ~ ¢1-~. ¢(', .) is 
logically valid, where t" is chosen free for t: in ¢, 
Suppose a¢= (A. Ea. U,~. R A,  and .,/t = (B. E~. Uu. Ru) are L~-slruclures. and 
f :  A---. B. We say f is a V"-embedaing from M to ~. written f : . rd - , . .  ;~. if il 
satisfies the following conditions: 
( I )  for every a c A. Raa if and only if R. / (a}:  
(2) for every n;~ 1. and every A,, formula ¢(u,,. u~. ~'~ . . . . .  t,,, of !.,, which b, 
increasing in uo and u~, and all a~ . . . . .  a,,( A. it" 
.~  (::In.. u,)[u~ ~ P,. e tu . .  u~. f (a,)  . . . . .  f(u,, J~]. 
then 
.~/~ (3u,,. u,)[ul :; P~ ~(u,,. u~..~ . . . . .  a,, )]. 
This notion generalizes in many directions the notion 'A is a _~ ,-substruclure of 
B" for admissible sets A and B. In fact if i is the inclusion mapping of A into B. 
then A is a V~-substructure of B if and only if i : M---,._. ~.  where M = (A. ~. U. A)  
and .~= {B. e. U.B) .  
When .¢4 and :~ are models of KPU. the requirement in (2) abo~e that ,.~ bc 
increasing in u,, and u~ can be dropped without changing the llolion, 
Lemma 2.1. Lel ,v,l trod :,,q be L.-structures which are models of Vu.r 3w( ,  :~ w 
c~w) .  and suppose that J':.v~-+._..°~. Suppose ~#(uo. ul,~'t . . . . .  v,,) ix ..~.. 
a, . . . . .  a,, cA .  and :~3u, , .  u,[u~ ~ Pr, ~(u,,. tq f (a l )  . . . . .  f~a,,)!]. Then 
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I[~ro~f. Assume ,,c is given as in the hypotheses. Then let ¢'(uo. u~. t:~ . . . . .  ~,,) be 
the formula 
Then ,~' is ~o, increasing in u.  and u~. and VU, e=iW(U~WAeeW)  implies 
(~u, , .u , [u ,~P~¢] ,~,~t , , , ,u~[u ,c  ' = PA~ ]). The lemma follows easily from this 
observation. 
I.enuna 9-.2. Let f : M- -~.  ~.  Then 
(i) f is iniectiee, and 
(ii) for e~ery ~,, formula ¢(t'~ . . . . .  e,,) and a~ . . . . .  a, ~ A.  if  Mr  ,~(a~ . . . . .  a, ). 
then .~t~ ¢( f (aO . . . . .  f(a,~)). 
Proof.  (i) is a simple consequence of (ii). To establish (ii). let ¢(t9 . . . . .  e,~) be ~o. 
a~ . . . . .  a,, .~ A. and suppose that :~  ~sc(f(at)  . . . . .  ]'(a,,)). Then 
SO 
.~ (:iu,. ul)[u, ~- P A -~¢( f (a , )  . . . . .  f(a,, ))] 
..~/~ (:::iu,.. u0[u~ ~_ PA ~¢(a~ . . . . .  a,, )]. 
That i s . .~  - ;¢(t4 . . . . .  a,, 1- Hence. if .~  #:(a~ . . . . .  a,,). then :~ ¢(a~ . . . . .  a,,) 
as required. 
Proposition 21.3. Let (~,.]~i: i. j ~ I. i < j) be a ~.S * direct system of  L~-structures. 
and lel .vil he dw direct limit l im .~, with l imit mappings f, : ~l~ ~ sd for i ~ L Then 
f, : ~,  ---,,_. ~ fi~r each i ~ L 
Proof. It is straightforwardly verified by induction on zL~ formulas ¢(t'~ . . . . .  t,,,) 
that if i~ l  and a~ . . . . .  a,,El:d,!, then ~t=,~(a~ . . . . .  a,,) if and only if s~ 
ct f , (a j~ . . . . .  [,,(a.~L 
It is also easy 1o check that for any i ~ 1 and a ~ t~,1. ~ ~ Pa if and only if 
Now fix i~ !. a J,~ formula ¢(u . .  u~. th . . . . .  t',,) increasing in u,, and u~. and 
a~ . . . . .  a , , ,  i.~/,i such that 
.s~ Ou,,. u i ) [u ,  c P A ,¢(u,,. u, .  f , (aO . . . . .  [,(a,, ))]. 
Hence there is it_ I such that i>~i. and b,,. b ictMi l  such that 
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that is. 
~ f~(bO ~_ PA ¢(f~(b.). lab, ) ,  f~(f,~{a,)) . . . . .  fM.(a, ,  m. 
We ckdm that M~ ~ b~ eg P, For if c e [M~t satisfies ~, I= c e bt A -+ Pc. then hy what 
we have established above. A ~ ~(c ) e ~(b~) ~', -- P/i(c). contradicting +~ ~ ~(b~) c p. 
Hence 
.~1 ~ b~ c_ p /, ¢ (b . .  b, .  f,i(a~) . . . . .  f~,(a,, )). 
Therefore 
• ~i ~ (=lu.. u~ )(u~ c p/,, ¢ (u . .  u~. J;i(a~) . . . . .  f,(a,, ))). 
Since fi :,~i--':+ .di. 
.d+ I= (3u.. ul I(ul '7: P/', ¢(uo. uv  al . . . . .  a,. )). 
as required, completing the proof. 
The next proposit ion shows that the class of models of KPU* is closed under 
the taking of limits of direct systems. 
Proposition 2.4. Suppose thai (.d,. f,, : i. j ~ I. i < j) is a x£+ direct :,yslem +,f models 
of KPU*. Then .~ = li3~ +~4, is a model of KPU*.  
ProoL We shall verify only the collection axiom, leaving the reader to satisfy 
himself concerning the other clauses of the definition. 
We must first see that .<~+ Vu. c =lw(u c w/t .c~ wL To this end. let b~. b_,+ +.+m/i. 
Then there are i c L a ,. am ~ i,~,l+ such that b+ = [,(aj ). j = 1.2. Nov+, de + KPU*  so 
there is a+i~/i i  such that ~=a~++a~a2+_a.  Now. as [, preserves e, ,d~=bie 
f i(a)/ ' ,b26f,(a). So s~w-=:tw(b~ ~ w / .b .E w). as required. 
Suppose that ~¢(t'u. u,,, ul. t'~ . . . . .  t',,) is ..L,. a. u I . . . . .  ++,, c laql. and 
,~ + Vt:,,c a 3u. .  t+~[it++, ~-~pA .,; ( r . .  u,,. u~. u~ . . . . .  a,, ;+]. 
Choose i c l .  and b. lh . . . . .  b,,c!m+,l such that a=f~(bL and u~ =~(bk) for k = 
l . . . . .  t l .  
We claim that 
M, ~ V e. c- b 3u .  ud  u t~ P," ,.r.(t:.. u..  u t. ih . . . . .  b,, )]. 
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For suppose .~4, I= b 'c  b. Then if a '  = f~(b'L ~ a'c_ a so 
.~  :lu,,. ul[ul c_ P A ¢(a' .  uo. t,i. ai . . . . .  a,, )]. 
As s~Vu,  c 3w(u~ w/~ c ~ w). 
.d~ (':luo. ut)[ul  ~ P A (::lug,. u'j 6 uol(u'l ~ ul ~* ~;(a'. tg,. u~. a~ . . . . .  a,, ))]. 
Now (::lug. u'~ e u,O(u'~ ~_ u~ /~ ¢(a  ', uO, u'~, a~ . . . . .  a,, )1 is increasing in u,~ and u~, so. 
as [, :.a/, ---..:. ,~/, 
Consequent ly .  .~I, ~ (~u~. u~)[ut % P ~ ~;(h'. u.. u~. b~ . . . . .  b,,)], establ ishing the 
claim. 
.~, ~ KPU*. so there are c.. c~ ~ I.~,1 such that .~ ~ c~ % P and 
.~, ~r~,~ b ~u~. u~ ¢: co(ut ~ c~ ,;(t'.. u.. u~. b~ . . . . .  b,, )). 
Then .~, ~= If(c, I~ P. and. since f, preserves .1,, formulas. 
.~/~ Vt',,~ a ~u. .  u~ ~ f~(c.l(u~ %/,(ct)  .'~ ,.;(t',,. u,,. ut.  a~ . . . . .  a,, ~. 
This verifies the V' -col lect ion axiom. 
Proposit ion 2.4 is a general izat ion of the wel l -known fact that the enion of a 
" I -cha in  of admissible sets (where the maps are inclusions) is admissible. 
3. A t / t )  
We begin this section by reviewing the basic propert ies of AIott) as defined in 
[1]. which are needed below. We assume throughout  this section that A is 
admissible and that K is an a lphabet -1 on A. All the K-structures appearing in 
this section are assumed to have universes which are sets of ure lements  disjoint 
f rom A. 
A(.tt~ is the primitive recursive closure of A LJ{~t~ IK,,: K~%K,  K .~A}U! . .~t i .  
This rather cumbersome character izat ion can be streamlined: there are primitive 
recursive functions L (unary) and D (ternary) such that L(x )~ ~o for all x. and 
A(34i  ~= ID(a .  dt, flit: u c- A .  ffl e M L~"~} where M = [..1lI. Furthermore.  for each 
,~ ,: A, Ihere is K .~ A with Ko~ K such that D(a.. l~' .  t~= Dta .  3~' I K . .  if1) for 
all K-structures .ll' and ~/l ~ [olt'I L~"~. We shall write D(a,..,¢t. i~1) below as a~(ff~). 
or as a*(ffxt if the value of .tt is clear from the context. 
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For all a ~ A, there is 6 ~ A. obtained primitive recursively in a. such that 
L(fi) = 0 and d*!O)= a for any K-structure .,4/. Also, for any KoeA such that 
K,~cK.  there is r(K~d (with r primitive recursive) such that L(r(K, , ) )=O and 
r(K,,)~(~) = 0 [ K,, for any K-structure AI = (M. 0}. 
Aid/) is rather tightly connected to A and A4. The following fact is the most 
useful version of this idea. There is a binary primitive recursive function G which 
reduces the A~j theory of At.t/) to the K^-theory of//~, tmiformly in .~f4, in the 
following sense: for any A, formula ¢(t's . . . . .  v,,). and u~ . . . . .  a , ,~A,  qJ~:~ 
G(¢.  (a~ . . . . .  a,,))e K ,  land hence~ KA ). and for all K-structures ,./~ = (M, O) and 
tfli ~ M t'"' ~ for i = I . . . . .  n. 
A(J/)e,,c[a~(ff l0 . . . . .  a,*,'(ffl,,)] if and only if 
..l~' ~= O[ f f l ,  -~ i '1 ,  - ,  • .  - f f~ , , ] .  
(This is proved in [I, Section 2].) 
We wish now to consider the special case of vA-saturated structures 
If Jl = (M. O} is a K-structure and sO= (A. E. U. R~ . . . . .  R,,} is + -admissible. 
we let .~/, = (A(.44). ~. U. A.  p, RI . . . . .  R,,). 
Definition 3.1. CA) if s¢ is + -admissible and C i~_ A. we say C is sO-bounded if for 
every c ~ C. and X~ A which is _v. em ,~/. there is a (- A such that c ; ~a~: X. 
(B) ~/~ is ~g¢-saturated if .du is -.~-admissible and A(.t, It is .~/-bounded. 
The name sO-saturated erives from the original model-theoretic detinition of 
Ressayre in [7]. A full discussion of the notio,1 and its equivalence to that dclined 
above, can be found in [1]. Following the practice of [ l].  proofs below will 
generally be given under the assumption that A is an admissible set; as +-  
admissible versions of these proofs can readily be produced, but would be far less 
readable, we shall assume the results true when .~/is a +-admissible structure. 
We shall require, and use below, the following result of Ressayrc [7], which is a 
consequence of the omitting types Iheorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let .z~ be -- -admissible. and countable. K an alphabet 2 ~ on ~.  Let 
X be a set of sentences of KA which is x~ on ~ and suppose X has a model. Then 
X ha~ a,~ s~-satvraled model. 
The following fact will be of considerable importance later. The argument also 
illustrates how model-theoretic properties follow from Definition 3,1. 
Lemrna 3.2. Let A be admissible, let K be an alphabet A on A.  and let .~ = (M. p} 
be an A-saturated K-structure. Then if c c A(o¢O and c ~ P. there is K,,~ A such 
that Ko c_ K and c c p [ Ko. 
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ProoL Let c ~ A(,If) and suppose that c ~_ #. Then 
Vx ~ c =ly, w ~ A (+¢l')[y c K p, (=lz c_- y)(x -~ (z. w))]. 
As +re is A-saturated.  :~ = (A(.~L ~, U. p. ,1'.) is ~--admissible, and K is _v, on f~. 
there are b. K '~ A(.tt)  such that K '~ K and 
~x ~: c ~y. w ~ b[y ~_ K ' / ,  (::lz ~ y)(x = (z. w))]. 
Hence c~_o IK ' .  Now K 'c  A so there is d e A such that K'~_d. As K is ~ on 
A. K .  -~ d C3 K 6 A and c ~ O P K,,. as required. 
If j :M- "  N and if+ ~ M ~. we let j(~i~) be the sequence Q'(nl~) . . . . .  j(m~)). 
Proposit ion 3.3. Suppose j :°./t ~ .X + is a Ka-elementary embedditN of A-saturated 
K-structure'i .ff = (M. p , )  and .x'= (N. 0.,% Define J*: A(.lt)---, AU¢') by: 
j*((~*(ffl~)= a~(j(fft)) for ac :A .  ~i+ ~ M L'a', 
Then 
(i) j* is well-deJined: 
(ill j * (a )=a for all aEA:  
l i i i)  j * :  s ' / . . -+x .~/,~. 
Proo| .  (i) Suppose a. b ¢: A. ffz l ~ M l "  '. ~l , c M Ltm and a~+(tfit)= t~(~fi,). Let O 
be G(c .  = t'~. (a. b)). Then 
• ~ ~ ,~[ sil t - ~r l  _d. 
Since G is primitive recursive. ~lJ ~: A : since j is KA-elementary. so 
Hence (+~,(j(~/zll)= t>~.(j(ift2 ). as required. So j*  is weft-defined. 
(ii) j:~)a~ = j * (d~(O) t  ,: E I ( IA )= u. 
(ii i) We shall use Lcmma 2.2. It fo l lows immediate ly  f rom (ii) thai a ~:: A if and 
only if j * (a  ) -~ A. 
Suppose x~_A(Jt) and x~p+~+. Then x=p.~ [ {P} for some PeK.  Hence 
x = r({P})*u((h). So j * (x )= r({P})*~.(0) and therefore ] * (x )~ p,~.. A s imi lar argument 
shows that if j * (x )c  0, .  then x c÷ 0.~. So we have x c p.++ if and only if ] * (x )~ p ,  for 
all x ~ A( , / / ) .  
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Now suppose ¢(c . .  th, v2. t'3) is .1o and increasing in t'~ and c,. c.-c- A(.t ih and 
,9¢, ~= (3t'.. t , .  t'2)(t:~  p~, r, t~ ~_ A / ,  ~c(t'.. t:~. t':. j*(c)). 
The restriction to one parameter  j*(c) is no real loss 01" generality. 
Choose b.. b~. b,~ A(.V) so that 
b| ~ 0., A b2 ~ A/', ¢(bo. b~, bz, j*tc)). 
By Lcmma 3,2. there is K~ A such tht~! K~,~ K. the: l~, I K.. and by the 
definition of A-sa luratcd structure, there is a ¢~ A such that b: ~_ a. Since ,¢ is 
increasing in t'~ and c2. 
~ ~ q:(bo. 0,~ I K~. a, i*(c)). 
Choose d, e~ A. 6~ c ,~! ~ ~ , ~N L'~ such that b,=e*(fi),, c = d*0f i ) .  Then 
/* (c)  = d~( j (6~ )) and 
~,  ~ ¢.(e*(h). r(K,)*,'0/1), a*-(O), d*,.(jlff~ )). 
Let ~1~ = O(,¢. (e, r(K~), a. d)). Then 
S(') 
.~' ~ 3(  ~IJ(P, j(ffl )). 
tlJ c KA and j is KA-elementary.  so d/ t :  3171/1(~. ffl ), i.e. there is rP'~_ M ' -~  such that 
.t /~ +[~;'-,J-~ 3. Hence 
i.e. 
. i f . c :¢ (e~I~f~'h9 .  I K~.a. cL 
I lc,,ce ,~ ,  ~ (air., v~. c2)( t~ _~ O.," v2 ~: A A ~ ). as required. Thus. j* : .~¢--, ,_ .~/,. 
If the assumption that .,f~ and, '~ are A-saturated is dropped J* slill salisiics fi~ 
and 6i1. and can easily be seen to preserve 3 .  forntulas. Furd~er. if 
~c(t:.. t'~ . . . . .  L',,) is ,a . . .~  . . . . .  .,, ,:: ,~. .  and ,~,  ~:3t'.~;(~'.. j * ( . ,~  . . . . .  j * id . J ) .  
then there is a c ,~/t~ such thai .~ .  ~ ~c (a. u ~ . . . . . .  ~,,). This fairly strong conclusion 
is unfortunately not quite enough for some of the arguments  below. 
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Let / t=  <~'..g~')be a KA-elementary chain of K-structures (i.~. each f~i is e, 
KA-e lementary  embedding of ~ff~ into ~l~i, for i< j~ on the inde~ set I. Let 
?, '= l i rnY with limit maps f~ :~1t~ ----~ ~:  
Let 7=( , .~.~)  be the direct system defined as follows: the index set is I. 
.~t,=-Mu. for i eL  and ' .6=(g, :  i<j .  i . j~ l ) ,  where g , - f~ , ,  it follows from 
Proposition 3.3 that g, is injective. Let ?/1= (B. E. V. p,. A~) be liLn ~ with limit 
maps g,. 
We now examine the structure .~. Suppose h 6 B. Then b is g~(a*(~fi~ )) for some 
i~ I. a , :  A. ~hi ~ M[("~: let 7(b}= a*-(]i(ff~l). We claim that r(b) is well-defined. 
F'or suppose g, :.~/, --, .~i, and g,(a*.(#h)) = c~,0fi,) where ~i-~j M[("~. 
Let #, = ~h((t', = cO. (a. c)). Then .,t/i = ~O[f~i(~h~)- ff~]. By the elementary chain 
theorem, f~ :~tl i -~..V is Ka-e lementary.  so .'~'= #~[fj(f~(f~))-jiOhi)]. That is...x'= 
~b[f,(~fl,)-f,(ff~)] so a*([,0h~)! = c*(f~(ff~)), and the two definitions of r(b) do not 
collide. 
We are now in a position to take a closer look at 7. 
Proposition 3.4. Suppose ~ = (Jl,,~) is a KA-elementary chain of K-structures and 
.V, O-= (~, f~). :~. and": are as in the discussion immediately aboce. Then 
(I) ~or all ic I and a c- A. ~'(gi(a)) = a. 
12) ]i)r all i ~ l and K .c  A. i]" K. c K. then z(g~(o,, [ K,0 I :O , .  I K..  
13) 7 is (m isomorphism of /~ and .d.,. 
Proof. (1) Let iE ! and a ~ A. Then 
(2~ Let K,,c A with K,,,~ K. and let i6 I. Then 
r(g,(pu, i K.)) = rlgdr(K,,)*(0))) = r(K.)*@) = O., I K,,. 
(3) Suppose a. bcA .  i<[~L  tfi,~M~ -~"', tfi i6M L"~ and r(a*(~fi~))= 
~(h*,(ffz~)). Hence a*(L(dl~)) = b*(f,(ffh))i.e, a*(/i(l]~Ofl~ ))= h*-(f,(tfl~)). Letting ,/J 
be G(c. = el. (a. h)t. we have 
. ~ ~ ,t,[/; (L ,  (a~, ~) - 1; ( , iz, ~]. 
As tl is K,x-elementary. 
.U, ~ +[L(,r~, i -  ,~z,]. 
Hence a*.([,( lia, )) = h'~.( ti~, ), i.e. 
gij(a* Ufii))= b~,(ffz~). 
But this means a*(~iz~) and h*,iffl i) are identified in ..~. Hence i- is injective. 
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Suppose now that aeA,  i ieN~""L Then there is i~ l .  ~fl~M~""' such that 
~i = ]iUf~ ). But then r(gi(a~(~ii ~) = a~ffi I. So r is also surjective. 
We verify now that if mheA.  i . j~ i .  ~fi,~M~""L and ff~,eM[ '~'. then 
~ g,(a~.{F~,))~ gi(h~flhi)) if and only if r ($(a~Of i , ) ) )~ rtg{a~lff l , ) )) .  
For suppose .'a~= g,(a*uflh, ) )<gi tb*  (~fl, I). Then as <a/. ~)  is a -~ "-direct system. 
g i :d , .~ ,  .~, so 
.q~,, ~ a*(f,i(~h , )),~ h*,lth~ ). 
I.ct ~lq be (i{r,,~ r I. fit. I~)). Then 
Hence .V~ ,P,[IIII;,I,FI, )l- f,(,rl,]. Now 1~ ~ l;, = 1;. s,, .,a/, ~ a*tf;(,i-~, ~ ,  I,~(li~r~, It. 
Therefore r( g,(a~ fib, ))l c r(gj(b* (~h,)tL as desired. 
The converse may be obtained by reversing the argument,  and a similar 
argument shows lhat if x ~ {.'Bi. :',,'1~= U[x] if and only if :d, ~= U[r(x I]. 
But this completes the proof that r is an isomorphism. 
The following theorem was the main target of this section. We continue to 
assume as background thai A is admissible and K is an alphabet .l on A. 
Theorem 3.5. Let ,.9 ~= (~.,.~) he a K,x -elementary direct .system ol K-structures .rid 
let .t~ = lim :/. Then .tl is A-s~m~rated. 
Proo[. I,ct .ti :.tf, -~.1t be the l imit embedding aM lel # : (a/. ~ .  ,,d,. g, for i ,  I, 
7. and r be as in file discussion precedin~a t+n~l+osititm 3.4. Then, h~ i:'re, po~,ithnl 
3.4. d .  is isomorphic to .'B. by an ;somorphism r such thal each r .  g, fixes A and 
takes I~., to 0 . ,  fro i ~:~ I.
By Proposition 2.4. eB~ KPU*.  so .~ .  ~: KPU ~ .
Suppose now that XGA i sZ  on A andc  : X where c ,  A( . l t} .Then there are 
a ~ A. i ,_ L and if1 e M[ ~"' such that c = 'r(g,(a* tffl t)). As r .  g, is a ~' " -embedding 
front .q., to d. . .  a~,,flh)% X, As ./,f, is A-saluraled. lhcl'C is a . ,  A such thal 
a*(k  I~ a,, 5~ X. l.et ,t~ be ( ; ( r . , : :  h .  (a. ~i,,)). Then .It, ~. ~b[ m ]. Hence. ",l~ Ii :.It, - - *  
.t4 is Ka-e lcmentary . . I t  ~.,blJi(Ih ~]. I'ly the choice of ,h. a*(]i(~i] ~t':: a.. But. by the 
ddin i t ion of r. 7(g,(a~,(th ))1~ a.. That is. cq  a,,7 A. Hence .vt'. is A -bounded.  
It follows that ,rd. is A-special.  and therefore..~/{ is A-saturated.  
The proof of Theorem 3.5 above is proffered in supporl of the claim that its 
truth is a fairly nalural direct consequence of the detinitiol~ of ,,d-saturated used 
here. The basic idea is mathematically quite standard: we show thai the a.~sign- 
ment of ..l,f to M. is in some sense 'functorial' (Proposition 3.3) and 'limit- 
preserving' (Proposition 3.4). and then use certain propert ies of the d , ' s  to 
~cll l l rtHed Sltllt'llll't ~, ~ t 
derive what is desired for the .tt 's.  The propert ies of +-admiss ib le  sets used are 
s imple general izat ions of what one knows about  admissible sets: the sole difficulty 
is to find the correct general izat ions.  
4. Regular Relations 
A L indst ron l  game is a pair G = <p. I ' )  where p : ,o --~ {V. 3} and l" is a subset of 
K,, , .  We write p(n) as p,,. A L indstrom game G gives rise to a relation R((,:) on 
K-st ructures  as wild now be described. 
For ,If.~ (M. p.,,) and ,V= (N. p , ) .  we say ~R(G}.~ '  if there are relations 
ik ¢-+ M k >. N k for k ~ to. such that 
I ~ (~+ 0>~ !,,. 
12) for all k />0.  if p~ =V and <ffl. h )q  I~. then for every n 'e  N. there is m'e  M 
suet1 that 0J) ° m'.  t] ~ Ii')~.~ I~. :. 
(3) for all k ~>lt. i f /~  = =1 and Oi-L f i)c !~. then for every m'~; M. there is n '~  N 
such that 0h - m'.  6 - n ' )~ Ik~.  and 
(4) for all k ~0 and 3'~ ! "(k). if Oh. f i )~lk and . t l~y[~h] .  then .V~V[ f i ] .  
We say a relation R on K-s t ructures  is regular if there i~ a L indstrom game G 
such that R = RIG) .  
For a general  discussion of L indstrom games  and regular relations, we refer the 
reader to l-4]. From this reference, we now review the definition of the interpolat-  
ing language associated with a L indstrom game G. We must  assume we have an 
enumerat ion  s,,. n c oJ. of ~o" with the property that if s,,, is an initial segment  of 
s,,. then m < n. We write ,zpn to mean that x,,, is an initial segment  of s,,. and we 
let / ( tn)= I length of s,,, ) -  1. A path is a finite sequence  nh,. m~ . . . . .  m k such that 
mdml,.~ for i=-(I. I . . . . .  k -.. I and /(nl~)= i for i=() .  l . . . . .  k. 
A'IG~ is def ined inductively as follows: 
f I t if 3,1 r . . . . . . .  c,, ~)~/ -  and m.  . . . . .  m.  ~ is a path. then 
3,1v,,,... v,,,,. . . . .  r ...... )~ A ' (G I :  
12) J ' IG t  is closed under  arbitary conjunct ions  and dis junct ions (as long as the 
result contains only finitely many  free variablesl:  
(31 if ¢ e ..V(Gt and no c,,, is free in ,¢ for m > n. then 3c .  ¢ ~ A' IG)  if p~,,, = ::I. 
and Vr , ,¢  (:; J ' (G)  if p~,,,=V. 
it is not difficult to verify that if ,¢ is a sentence of J ' (G I . .g .  ,x are 
K-structures. .~t   :. and . I IR (G  ).~'. then .x'~ ¢. The rest of this section is devoted 
to showing that any sentence with this property is logically equivalent to a 
sentence in ..I'(G). 
Suppose for the moment  that .t,/is a fixed K-structure.  and consider the class of 
K-s t ruc tures  .~ such that MRIG) .V .  This  class is axiomat ized by a Vaught  
sentc,tce ,I,[';: for example,  if p = (V. 3 .3  . . . .  ). q~, is 
Vr , ,  ~/~,  3c , /g ,  : I t2 -  • - / )~  C ~ ............. ..>(v, . . . . . .  r , , )  
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where m, varies over M for all i, and C""', ....... ~ is 
/A /~, ( r . - - -  c,,t: V~ F and .tt l=V[m . . . . . . .  m,,]}. 
We say G is recursive on a +-admiss ib le  structure .~/ if both p and !' are 
,9/-recursive subsets of A. It is not hard to see that if G and .¢1 are :d-recursive 
and Mc  A. then ~b;~ is also ~,d-recursive. By this we mean that the prefix is given 
by an .~-recursive function and that the relation {Oh. 3'), pil, M'", 3' ~ l" and 3' i,; a 
conjunct of (""} is s#-rccursivc, il l is not too hard It) sec that. for A admissible, 
this is simply requir ing that q,g. after ~t suitable syntactical t ransformat ion 
preserving equivalence, is a 2,~ game sentence in the sense o1: [2]t, 
We now wish to use the standard approximat ion theory for Vaught sentences. 
Several ref inements of this approximat ion theory are necessary for keeping track 
of the depenence of q~,  and accordingly its approximations,  on .t~. Wc now 
define a class Nom~; of "names" for approximat ions to q~:  each can bc regarded 
as a uniform recipe for construction of the appropr iate formula out of .1¢ and a 
sequence of e lements of ].ttl. 
The class NomG and the functions V :Nom( ; - - , . ,  (which tells how long a 
sequence of e lements of i.¢t1 is required in the recipe by the name) are defined 
simultaneously by the fol lowing induction: 
( 11 if n c oJ and .3 c_ I '"". then a = Ill..3. n) is in Nomc; and V ia l  = n: 
(2) if n e oJ. Y~ Nomad. and for all a~_ Y V ia )  = n. then h = (I .  Y)c  Nora .  and 
V(h)  = n: 
(3)  if a ~ Nom+~ and Via l  = pz + I. h = (2. a. p,,) and c := (3+ h. p,,) arc e lements  of 
Nornc; and V((3, h. p,,)) ~ it: V((2. a, p,,)) is defined to bc tl -t I if p . -~3 and n if 
p,, = V. 
Note that V is primitive recursive and Nomc; is primit ive recursive in G. 
We now indicate how to construct approximat ions to ,IJ~:'~ according to the 
recipes in Nom~;. By induction on a~Nomo,  we define the denotat ion 
W(a,  .,t/. 0i ) for °fl'= (M. 0) a K-structure and ~f~ ~ MV'"~: 
(i) W((0 . .3 ,  n). ~4, ffz ) =/',G t3' ~ A: ..q ~ y[~fl ]}- 
(ii~ W(( I .  Y),  At. ff~)= ,'~ W(a ,  d4. p~): 
a. Y 
tiii) W((2, a,::l).Jd, t~lI= 3r~,, WIa . .a .  ,fi) where Via)  = n + 1. 
W((3, b,B). Jr, fill = /~ W(b.  JI, ~ - m'k  
m', M 
W((2,  a, V), .a. ~fi) ~ W W(a . .a ,  sii " m'), 
t~U, M 
W((3, h.V), .~. i f1)=Vr,, W(b . . t l .  ffz) ~vhere V(bt  = n. 
We remark that W is primitive recursive and that W(a. . tC ffl~E ZI'(G) for all 
At. li-1, 
The formulas W(a. M. ff~) for a ~ Nomc, not of the form (2, b, G') where O is V 
or 3, have as free variables exactly e,, t'~ . . . . .  v,._ ~ where V(at= n; hence the 
length of the sequence of their free variables matches the length of the sequence 
Ji~ used in their definition. These will play a special role below so we give a name 
to the set of them: let Nora* be the set of names in Nom~ not of the forrn 
(2, x, y). 
Of  course, we have already, from the analysis in [1], a set of names for these 
formulas and a 'denotation" function, For our purposes below, however, the old 
system is too crude. What we have presented above is a ref inement defined for 
special purposes. 
We say a K-structure , I /= (M. P) is A ~ on a +-admissible structure M if M is 
A-f inite and p is A ' on M, In [6]. Nadel defines the notion 'all lives on A' ,  for ,91 
admissible and dt a K-structure,  to mean that M ~ A and (A, a, U, p) is admissi- 
ble. Thus. if K is ~ on A. 3~ lives on A in his terminology exactly when 
M = (A, ~, U. #) is +-admiss ib le and ,1t is ~ + on ,91 in ours. The reason for thc use 
of this terminology will be discussed below. 
Lemma 4.1. ( 1 ) For all a E Nom~, there is Ko, primilice recur.sire in a, such that fi~r 
any K-structure ,ff = (M, p) and ffl ~ M w" .  W(a.  M. fi~ ) = W(a. ,It I K.., tJ-z ). 
(2) ![ M is +-admissible. ,,ff is A on M, and G is recursice on M, then the 
flmction g with domain {(a. riD: a cNomc;,  a i~ M v '}  and t'alues g(a. tfi)= 
W(a. , f t .  ffl ) is M-recursive. 
~3~ For all a c Nom*.  K-structures .~. and fil ~ M v~"'. ,~ ~ W(a. . f t .  ~i-i )[if1]. 
P rop| .  ~2) follows easily from (I). Both i l l  and (2t are easily proved by induction 
on ca 6 Nomc*;. 
The next proposit ion shows that the names in Nomc~ yield an adequate 
collection of approximations to Ot~ for "sufficiently saturated' structures. 
Proposition 4.2. Let .9l be +-admissible, and suppose G is a Lindstrom game .1' 
on M. Suppose c~ is M-special, and that M attd A" are K-structures J*  on 6 such 
that ,V~ W(a.  ,it, 0) for all a c Nom~ n A for which V(a)  = O. Then .¢/R(G).V. 
Proo| .  Assume the hypotheses of the theorem. 
For k ~:: to, let I~ be the set of pairs OiL h) such that ifz ~ M k. fi c N k. and. for 
every u c Nom~ fq A with V(a ) = k. .  ~' ~ W(a, M, ~i-1 )[h ]. 
The hypothesis concerning ~V says simply that (O, ~h)e 1,. 
Let k 6 o~ and suppose that (ffl, h )e  lk and Pk =-'--1. Let m'~ M. We must show 
that there is n '~ N such that 0 f i -  m'. h ~ n' )~ I~ + t. If no such n' exists, then 
Vn '~ N ::la c Nom6 N A[V(a)  = k + 1 A A '~ W(a, ,a, JJ-i - m')[fi - n']]. 
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As G. and therefore Nomc,., is s~-recursive and ~(~ is M-special. there is 
y~c-_NomGf) A such that Y teC,  V (a t=k+l  for all a6Y~,and  
Vn '  ~ N 3a ~ Y~[. V ~ ~ W(  a..,td, ffl - m ')[fi ~ n']]. 
Now Y~ ;.! C and Y~ c Nomc; A which is d-recurs ive.  As C is , i f -bounded there 
is Y~: A such that YI ~ Y~ Nonlc; f lA .  
Hence 
,x~ 3c~ /)(\ W(a. . tL t~? - m'l[fi], 
SO 
,~'~ '@/ ::lt'~ W(( I .  Y)..I~. th. m')[ei]. 
,n% ~.l 
I.et b = (2. ( 1. Y). ::1), c = ~3. h. ::1) and we have 
.~ W(c..tt.~r~t[h]. 
But c e Nora* n A, so this contradicts the hypothesis that (ffz. fi)~ lk+ Hence there 
is an n' such that Oh -m' ,  h -  n')r- l~_ ~. 
A similar argument verifies the necessary extension properly when Pk = V. 
Finally. to check condit ion (4). suppose that (if,,. h)r: l~. 3"-~ ! ''k', Then a = 
( I , /0L ly} .k )})~Nom~, .  V (u)~k.  and W(a.. fLO)~=13,}.  t tcnee ,~~3' [h ] .  as 
required, 
Hence lhe family 1~, k (~ o>, satisfies 11)-t4) and so .¢RIGI .V.  
Proposit ion 4.2 is just an instance of the standard Vaught  approximat ion theory 
for game sentences [8]. We have used a slight modif ication of Vaught 's  definit ion 
of the set of approximat ions for technical convenience, 
Proposit ion 4.2 is closely related to Theorem 1.3 of Nadel [6] which shows that 
if K-structures .f4 and ,V live on an admissible set A and ,ff and .V are models of 
the same sentences of KA, then ./d and ~," are models of tile same sentences of 
K,,,~. (Here '.kt and N live on an admissible set" must mean that A is admissible 
with respect to Jg and N jointly, a stronger requi rement  han is stated literally; 
this is the reason we use the notion /I ÷ on sg'.) "Jd and X are models o,f the same 
sentences of K,,,," is a regular relation, and Nadel 's  theorem follows re¢,dily f rom 
Proposit ion 4.2. 
The crucial point about Nom¢~ for our immediate purposes is Leqmta 4.3 
below. As its proof is quite technical and very hideous, it is d~fferr,, d to S..'ction 5. 
Lemma 4.3. Let A be countable admissible and let G be a l indstr mt game 
recursit, e on A.  Let a E Nom* n A satisfy V (a )= 0 and let ¢~ ~ Ka.  Then there are 
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~bg, /3eA (A-recursive in a and [31 such that tg '~A ' (G)~A and for all K -  
structures M'. W(a.  M', O1 ---, q: is valid if and only if AI '~ k)(/m, q~3. 
Theorem 4.4 which follows is Corollary 2.13 of Makkai [4]. Makkai proves this 
from a more general result concerning the axiomatizability of certain classes of 
models  by Vaught sentences. The technique used here is unsuitable for proving 
such a result, as A-saturated structures do not distinguish between a Vaught 
sentence and the conjunction of all its approximations which are in A. 
Theorem 4.4. Let A he a eountahle admissible set and let K be tm all,hahet A on 
A. Let G =(p, I') be a L indsmml game recursire on A. Suppose thcl ¢~.¢,~ are 
sentences of K,~ such that whenever M, N are K-structures, At ~ ~c ~. and MRtG ). V, 
then .x'~¢,~. Then there is 7~, . l ' (G)  such that ~; t  ~ Y and ~v- -~.  
Proof.  Suppose A. K. G. ,at. ~2 are as described in the hypotheses. 
Let T= l¢~}t.J{ -7 :  re= K,,.. ~r - -~¢2}.  T is _v on A :  for contradiction, suppose 
that T has a model,  and therefore an A-saturated model .ll = (M. O)- 
Let :~= (Ahtt) .  ~. U, 0. A). :~1 is A-special  and so +-admissible.  
Suppose a ~ Nom~ satisfies V(a l  = 0. By Lemma 4.3. choose d~;. /3 c A. recur- 
sivc on A such that for any K-structure At'. ~ W(a . . t ( .  0)--' ,4= if and only if 
. t t 'e  X¢~/,. ,, ,l/,]. and tl,~]c ,A'iGt for each /3. 
We claim that I=~---,  ,¢~ for any /3 ~ A. For suppose M'  is a K-structure such 
that .If' ~: tl~. Then .14'~ W(a.. I t ' .  O! ~ ,¢2. But .t~' ~ W(a. A¢'. ~,li by Lemma 4.1. so 
. t t '~ ¢~. Hence M' ~ ~I//~ --, ~:,.. as claimed. 
There fore .  ~t ~, -t//~]. as -th'/~ ~ T. hy its definition. So.  It ~ - ~ / l~ ,  A t/l~. Hence it 
is tlOt the case thai ~ W(a. ,If. tk)--, ¢.,. 
Let "Ft = { ¢2} U { W(a. M, I/t): a E Nora(; N A.  V(a } = 0}. 
T~ is v.  on .~. Suppose X is a .~-finite subset of Tt. Let X t={a:  
W(a,,/ / .!k)E X}. Then X~ is a .~-finite subset of Nora(; AA:  as ,~ is A-special .  
there is Y~-A such that X~ c__ y~ Nom(;. Hence X ~{-  ~;,}LA{W(a, ,ft. ,!k): a E Y}. 
Now. as (I.  Y)c  Nora, ,  W((1, Y), . t f .  O)U I- ~:2} has a model, by the argument in 
the previous paragraph. Hence X has a model.  By compacmess.  T~ has a model 
.V. which we may further assume to be .~-saturated. 
But then .V~ W(a. M. {~l) for all a E A satisfying V(a)  = fl so bv Propsition 4.2, 
,If R (G  hV. Further .V ~ -~;:. But this conlradicts the hypothesis of the theorem. 
Hence T has no model.  By compactness,  there is X ~_ {~1: rl E ,.l'(O) and 
v l~¢~} such that X¢  A and XUI¢~} has no model.  
t lence ~= ¢'~ -*  '~t{~f: ~l'C- X}. 
I,et V be V~/{rl': - l l ' 6X} .  Then 7~A' (G I ,  and ~¢t- - - 'V-  Also, if - -~ '~X,  
rl' -+ ,~,, so ~ 7 ~ ~:~. Hence 7 is the interpolant promised. 
in the proof above we used the idea that for an A-saturated structure A4. the 
condition that there be a structure ,V such that ,Vg ~; and AIR(G).V is expressed 
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by a collection of sentences in A ' (G)n  A which is ,~ on A. We can use this idea to 
give a proof of Corollary 2.12 of [4], in a slightly modified form, below. 
Suppose 3/" is the class of countable K-structures which are models of a fixed 
Vaught sentence ~I~, G is a Lindstrom game, and ~l~ and G are elements of L,,[x] 
for some x c oJ. and a <Nl.  (This is a simplifying assumption, equivalent m the 
essential requirement that G and ~ be hereditarily cou,ltab]e.j Let R =RIG) ,  
3{~ = {o~t: .t/ is a countable K-structure and 3 /RN for some X~ ~}, and let ~ bc 
the set of negations of formulas of J ' (G J (~ K,,,,,,,. We indicate Jtow why ,l['~ is the 
class of countable models of a set of ~ sentences in 9~. (This is our version of 
Makkai's Corollary 2.12 in [4]: a little more bookkeeping and reflection on the 
relation /~ defined by 'a¢l/~( if JC'R~" (the usual converse relation) will yield his 
full result.~ 
For each /?,<N~. each a ~ Lt~[x]nNomc, .  and each approximation F/'~' t(~ the 
Vaught sentence q~. select @i'~ by Lemma 5.2. so that for any K-structure ~tt'. 
.14'~ ~b'[~ if and only if ~ W(a.. f l ' ,  ¢)---, --.6~'~'. Let :1 be the collection of all ~lt~ for 
such a and /3. Then lYt] = Nl. 
Now if ..fl c 3/"~. 31 is a model of 5t. For let a, l:~ be as above and suppose .It ~ ~b~. 
Then ~ W(a, 3,f, ~t-- - , -6 '~ . Now. by assumption, thre is .','~ 2f such that .14R.~. 
Since .t~R.3". ~ '~ W~a. 3l. 0). Hence .V~ -- ~5'~. But ~ ~!~ -~, ¢i'~' so .V~ -~,1, so .V¢ J/". 
contradicting the choice of .V. Hence .~f ~ -~l~;~. Hence 3/ is a model of :t. 
Conversely suppose .fl is a countable model of .~t: we show .ll~-; J/"t. ( 'hoosc 
3 '<~ so that B = Lv(~.t4. x) is admissible and .fg and x arc elements of B. I.et 
A = L.,(xl. Now B is A-special. and countable. Let 
X :={Wl~..fl.O): a ~. A}LJIF/~': /~<.V}. 
Now X is ~_ on B (as A is L~(xj) and it is left to the reader to verify, by an 
argument similar to that in Theorem 4.4. that if X,,~ B and X,,~ X. then X,, has a 
model: here one must use the fact that ..tl ~ -~d~ for all a ~ A and ~ < 3'. But then 
X has a model, and therefore a B-saturated model, say .V. Nosy. by Proposition 
4.2. ~¢lR.~'. and by Vaught's 5.1 [8], .~,~ ~I~ so .~~ .K. But. therefore, as claimed 
..t,t ~ ?]{ ~. 
The argument above is very close in spirit to that in [7, Section 4]. Here we 
have had to pay a little more attention to syntactical form. 
We should remark that the appeal to Vaught's result above can be replaced by 
a straightforward direct argument akin to that in Proposition 4.2. 
5. Technical section 
Our goal is now to establish Lemma 4.3. 
We begin this section by describing a simple cut-free formal system for K ...... 
which will as usual be complete for countable admissible fragments. It is pre- 
sented in a sequent calculus form. 
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We shall use variables "E, F'. possibly primed and with subscr!pts, to range over 
finite sets of formulas of K~,,,. "E. ,¢" is an abbreviation for E U{~c}: this notation 
may be used even when ¢ e E. Similar notations, such as 'E, ¢, tO, 3 ~', will also be 
used. we hope with obvious meaning. 
A sequent is an ordered pair (E, F} of finite sets of formulas of K~,,, to be 
written "E ~ F" below. The class of provable sequents of K ..... is the least class 
containing all axioms and closed under inferences according to the rules specified 
below. 
All sequents E => F such that E A F contains an atomic formula are axioms. 
Now we describe the rules of inference. The notation 
(N) S, /~/  (A) 
S 
means that the sequent S follows by the rule with name N from the sequents S~. 
for i ~ 1, when the conditions A are satisfied. The sequents &, for i~ I, are the 
premisses of the inference; S is the conclusion. 
~L 
E~ F.q~ E,¢--~ F 
~R 
E, ~¢© F" Ez} F, ~¢ ' 
E. W~F E@F,  W~ 
E./~(b,¢:z) F, . E ::), F, ¢ , / ) (~  (¢ e ~)  
.z, E~F, /~dp 
3L 
E, 3c¢~F 
(w has no free occurrence in E or F), 
3R ff@_F, 3t_¢:ff.!w_! (w is free for v in ~¢). 
I : '~  F23c¢ 
VL E:VI:,¢._ ~(~,)_~_F (w is free for c in ¢), 
E, Wc¢--> F 
VR 
E l  
E~ F. Ve ~, ,¢('w) 
E~F,  Vc¢ 
E.w=w=~F 
E:::~F 
(w has no free occurrence in E or F). 
r t¸ E. w~ : w,. ¢($,h , (~)  ~ F 
E2 (~: is an atomic formula), 
E, wj - w> ¢(~,)  z~ F 
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For example, k/,/L means that if each of E~ kl~/q ~. ~c =~ F is provable for ¢ c q~. 
then so is E. "~Q'q~ ~ F. ~/R means that if E*F. '~/q~. q: is provable for some 
~c ~ 4~. then so is E =), F. W4~. 
A decomposition of a finite set E of formulas is an ordered pair (E'. ¢) such 
that E = E'U{q:}. (It is permitted that ¢ e E',) ¢ is called the critical formula of 
the decomposition. A decomposition of a ~equent is an ordered pair (E, D~) 
where D~ is a decomposition of F~ or (D~. F) where D2 is a decompositon of E. 
The conclusion of an inference according to the rules above, except EI and E2. 
is presented as a decomposition, which we shall call the decomposition implicit in 
the inference. The critical formula of this decomposition will be called the critical 
formula of the inference. 
The variables w in the quantifier ules aad in E~ vanish in an application of the 
corresponding rule, so special care will be taken below with them. We call w the 
critical variable of the inference: if w = r~ we say w has weight i. 
With these definitions available, we no~ define Pr~(E =), FI. which is to be 
thought of as saying "E ::), F is provable i~" at most /3 steps'. The definition is by 
recursion on /3: Pr,,(E ~ F) means that E :ff F is an axiom, if/3 >0.  Pr~dE ~ F~ 
means that E ~ F is an axiom, or follows by a rule of inference, each premiss 
E' ~ F' of which satisfies PrI~,(E' ~ F') for some ~:I'</3: furthermore, if the rule 
of inference cited is a quantifier ule or E I. we require that the critical variable of 
the inference have weight no greater than /3. 
This last condition is of course vacuous once /3 ~,~o, it is necessary in what 
follows to keep the possible number of premises from which a tixcd ~equcnt may 
bc derived by a quantifier ule or by EI  linitc when ~ <o). 
Lemma $.i. (i) ff/3 </3' and Prr~(E ~ FL then Pr,, IE ~ FL 
~ii) If Pr~(E f f  FL E ~ E', and F% F'. then Pro{E '~ F'L 
Proof. This is left to the reader. 
We require that the system described bc ,sutticiently complete. A weak h~rm of 
completeness ufficient for our purposes is given in Proposition 5.2 below. 
Proposition 5.2. Let A be a countable admissible,set and let E. F c A be finite sets 
of sentences of K~,.,. Suppose lhat erery ~ ountahle K-~ln,~ ture which i,~ a model of E 
satisfies one of the sentence.s of E Then there i.s /3 ~ A such that Pr.(E ~ F). 
Proo|. This is a standard completeness argument which we shall merely sketch. 
Suppose there is no /3~A such that Pr~lE :::> F~. Let K' be the alphabet obtained 
from K by adding a countably infinite ~et C of new constants. 
We build a sequence (E,,. F,,). n c= co. of sequents of K',,, such that 
(i) (E,,, I%) = (E, F) 
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(ii) E,, and F,, are of the form E~,(c~ . . . . .  c~) and F~,(c~ . . . . .  c~) for some 
E~,(t~ . . . . .  v~) and F~,(th . . . . .  v~) in K,~, 
tiii) there is no i3 e A such that Pr¢a(E' :::), F'). 
(iv) U,,  E,, will be the set of all true sentences  K~, in a K ' -s t ructure  with 
universe {c /~ : c e C} (where c ~ d means  that c = d ~ U .  E,.) and U .  E. will be a 
collection of sentences  false in this structure.  The  , l . -col lect ion axiom is applied in 
assur ing that if d~ e E,. for some u. there are ¢ e ¢I~ and n' > n such that ~c e E.,. 
To  prove Lemma 4.3. we need a much st ronger  theorem, the s tatement  of 
which necessitates the intoduct ion of more  notat ion.  
If s is a sequence  of terms of length m and ¢ is a formula,  we let ¢(s )  be the 
result of subst i tut ing x(i) for t', for i = 1 . . . . .  m - 1. in ¢. If u.,. u~2 . . . . .  u., are 
variables, we shall use fi,. to denote  the sequence  (u.,. u,~ . . . . .  u.,). 
if S=(a~ . . . . .  ar,)6Nom~.,  and s=(s l  . . . . .  s o) is a sequence of sequences of 
terms.  Jf is a K -s t ructure  and i)~ = 0fi~ . . . . .  ~1 o) is a sequence from t,ftl"', we write 
S~(ff~. s) for the sequence  
WI a ~..ft. ffl ~ 1( s ~ ) . . . . .  WI  at,..11, fflr, I( s r, ): 
if E. F are finite sets of formulas  of K ..... we write SE.v(m.~" - st for the sequent  
E. W(a l . . t l .  ffll)(st) . . . . .  W(a~,, ,,ll. Iht,)(s~,) = it:. 
For the rest of this section it will be useful to have fixed a double indexing of 
the variables, say u.. i. j c-to. With S. E. F. s as above, we say that r {3-grips 
(S. E. b: s). if for every K -s t ructure  At. and all ti-z~  J~l'" where n~ = V(a~). 
(fi~"'' fi~,. ) 
~11~ "r ~ti-z i • • ' IJ-IF, 
if and only if Pr~Si~r0f i .  s lL 
In the proof below, the formulas named r (often accompanied by a confus ing 
array of subscripls and superscr iptst  will contain only certain of the u, i as free 
variables. Accordingly.  we shall write ,tt = r[lfl~ . . . . .  iJz~,] as an abbreviat ion of 
( f i t  " " " fi"" t 
We remark  that several obvious features of W(a.  M.  ffz)(s) are independent  of 
.ft and if1. Thus.  the free variables depend only on a and s. Fur thermore .  the form 
of W¢a.  AL f f l ) ( s )  as a compound formula,  i.e. whether  it is a disjunction. 
existential  quantif ication, etc.. depends  only on a, This  observat ion will justify the 
abuse of speaking occasional ly below as if a ~ Nomc, were a formula,  rather than 
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a recipe for constructing one. Such harmless abuses will appear frequently in the 
proof of Theorem 5.3 below. 
Theorem 5.3. Let/3 be an ordinal, let E and F be l'inite subsets ~g K~,., ; let v ~ ~o, let 
S = (al . . . . .  a,,) be a sequence of  elements of  Noma, and let s = (st . . . . .  .%) be a 
sequence of sequences of ten~s. Let n~ = V(a~)-- I. i = 1 . . . . .  p. Then there ix a 
formula r, containing freely the variables u,i for i = 1 . . . . .  p. j = O. 1 . . . . .  n,  such 
that 
(1) "r [3-grips (S, E, F, s) and 
(2) [or any substitution of  variables Jar the free variables of  r such that each 
sequence um . . . . .  u~,~. zs replaced by vk.,, . . . .  t~k., with k,~ . . . . .  k,. a path. the result 
r' is equivalent o a formula in a'(G).  
Furthermore. r may be chosen primitive recursively in /3, E, F, (at  . . . . .  a,,), 
<s~ . . . . .  so).  
Proof. We shall not give a complete proof but instead a discussion of the idea 
behind it, accompanied by a detailed verification of some crucial points, 
A given sequent E' ~ F' can be proven in/3 steps if and only if it is an axiom or 
follows by some rule of inference from other sequents provable in fewer than /3 
steps. It is this observation that lays the foundation for a proof of the above 
theorem by induction on /3. The trick is to see that the "other sequents" can be 
chosen uniformly in ~f and the tiii's. 
Now to the proof itself, which will be given by induction on/3. with r defined by 
a corresponding recursion. " r=F(S ,E ,F , s , /3 )  will be defined using values 
F(S',  E'.  F'. s',/3') for/3'</3;  as the arguments S, E, F. s are accordingly not fixed 
dining this recursion on /3. this definition will not, prima facie, be primitive 
recqrsive. It is left to the reader to verify, using techniques from [3] or [ 1, Section 
2], :hat F is primitive recursive in S. E, F, s,/3. The crucial point that makes such a 
ver,fication possible is that the set of (S', E'.  F', s'./3') at which values of F are 
needed to define F(S, E, F. s,/3) is itself a primitive recursive set function of 
S,E .F ,s ,  and /3. 
We shall not display the function F explicitly during the proof: thus when we 
say below 'choose r'  so that "r' /3'-grips (S'. E'. F'. s')', we shall mean that 
r '=  F(S', E', F', s', /3'I. 
Suppose first that /3 = 0. Let r be T if E n F contains an atomic formula, and 
F otherwise. Since W(a, d(. d() is never atomic for any a ~ Notn~, K-structure 
~f~', and ffd a sequence of elements of [~'1, it follows that for any K-structure ~l,~ 
and sequences dh . . . . .  ff~p from I,g~l. Pr,/,S~.vOfi)(s)) if and only if ot~ l= r. We note 
for the verification of (2) that r is either the empty disjunction or conjunction, and 
is therefore in ,~'(GL 
Suppose now that /3 >0.  We assume as induction hypothesis, that Theorem 
5.3 holds with /3 replaced by /3' for any /3'</3. 
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Now suppose we have fixed S=<a,  . . . . .  %> where each a~eNoma,  s= 
(st . . . . .  s o) where each s, is a sequence of terms, of length V(a,). and E. F are 
finite subsets of K.~,,. We set out to find a r which ~-grips (S, E, E s>. 
We shall let r be ~a r t~, where R varies over the rules of inference of our 
system (a finite set, incidentally) where, for any K-structure J /  and sequence.,; 
,i-,, e l//I v ' ' ' .  , for i=  I . . . . .  p, ./a~t= rR[ffln, . . . ,  ~f~p] if and only if S~.,4k, s) can be 
inferred by the rule R from premises provable in fewer than [3 steps. Such a r will 
evidently ~-gr ip (S, E, F. s). 
Now we set out to show that we can find formulas r ~ ::s advertised. We shall 
define r a in a variety of cases we hope sufficient o convey the idea of the proof 
for the cases not treated here. 
Case 1: The rule R is 'Q(/L We let r ~ be the disjunction r, v r> where r~ and 
% are defined below. 
Let H, ={¢ ~ E: ¢ is x0~/gr for some set 1/,}. If ~ = V¢~/' e Ht. t~e t/r, and/3 '</3 .  
choose r~. by the induction hypothesis o that ra, #'-grips (S. Eu{4/,}. F. s). Let r, 
be 
.~jW~ H,  ,I,, ,l, ~'. 13 
Let Ha be the set of a /s  for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  p. wnich are disjunctions (that is, of 
the form (2. b, V>~. Suppose for convenience that they are a~ . . . . .  ak. (This does 
not change the substance of the argument,  but makes notation more straightfor- 
ward.) Suppose a, =(2,  b,.'q> for i = I, 2 . . . . .  k. For each i such that l~ i<-k ,  let 
S, = <a, . . . . .  %. b,}. and for each ~ '<(3  use the induction hypothesis to choose 
r't,. such that ri~, ~'-gr ips (S,. E. F. s~>. with s~ = s -s, .  Note that V(b,)= n~ +2 and 
let r = p*  1. Then we let r2 be: 
, (u.,,u.2"" u., ) 
W Vu.,, , Vv' rl~, ' 
I-~ t~& l~" / J  I'~i()Ui2 UO,, 
We now set out to show that r R functions as claimed in this case. Suppose M is 
a K-structure. and si-l, e i.~41'" for i = 1.2 . . . . .  p. ffz = (~i-z~ . . . . .  ti-lp). 
Suppose .t~ ~ r[~l, . . . . .  fftp]. Then .~t ~ rt[ff!, . . . . .  ~fz,,] or J /~  r~_[t~z, . . . . .  flip]. 
If .1~ ~ r,[t~t~ . . . . .  fit,], there is ¢ = ~Y¢~ H, such that 
,t,~ ~ fl'- /3 
So. by the induction hypothesis, for every t/,~ ~.  there is (3'</3 such that 
,j¢ 
P%(S~tjl,t,~.j:(m. s)). As S~.~li'z. s) follows by Wt  from {S~:u~,r.~ffL s): the W}, 
Pr ,  ( Si~.l.Ok s)). 
If ..lt ~ t~[k t . . . . .  ffzp], then there is i such that 1 ~< i ~ k and 
i (Ur  I Ur2 " " " Um't [ ) l - t  I . f l ip] .  
#~ I:= ~/Ur.rt + i |f~<fl TL( Ui l  Ui2 • Urn. / . . . .  
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Hence for any m' ~ le/-!f, there is/3'  < [3 such that A/~ r*~, [ff~, . . . . .  if*v- ~i~ - m']. By 
the choice of -r e~., this means that Pr~,((S~)~j.-0fi'.s~)) where ~fi'= 
That  is. 
E. Wia ,  .1t, ~h~)(s~) . . . . .  Wta,,..11, ~h,, t(s,,), W(b,, .I/, ~ii, ~ m'K~,):ff F 
is provable in ~ '< bl steps. 
As W(a~..,It. ~f~ )(s~) is 
~n'. ;,'Oi 
we may conclude using V/L that 
Prl~(S~.v(tfi. s It. 
Suppose now. for the converse, that S~.~tf i .  s~ can be inferred by "v~/L from 
premises all provable in fewer than ~ steps. Then there must be a disjunction in E 
or in S~(tfl. sl which is the critical formula of the inference whose existence is 
claimed. Suppose this formula is ¢ = V,/W in E. Then for each #~ ~P. 
Prl~.(S~l,l,l.r.hi-~. s)) for some 13'</3. Hence by the choice of ~'~,. 
~. , /~ , ,  '44 *;'~,l,iJ, . . . . .  ,r~,/I. 
Hence ..ff ~ rl[tfi I . . . . .  ~fl0] so .It ~ "rl¢[Ifl~ . . . . .  pfl,,]. In tile other  case. the critical 
formula is one of the Wta,..¢4. ~fi, t(s,), i : l .  2 . . . . .  k. Now a, = (2. b,. V)  for some 
b, and 
W(a~. 3~. sfi,)(s,)= ~X/ W(b,, .f"~. ff~,- m')Ls~. 
m ', ~.t¢i 
So for each oz'~ I.~tl. there i~, {~'< tJ such that 
Prl~. (( S~ ff~.l.Ofi '. s )) where ~i-~' = 0fi i . . . . .  sfip. ti~, - m '). 
Hence by the choice of f l r .  when q, = I~i + 1, 
, .~  Vu  ..... d~ r'~,lffl~ . . . . .  p;I,,, ffl,]. 
I¢  ' 1 ~; 
i.e. 
.~ <~ \ /A io .  l i ra .  
So J /~  rz[tf~l . . . . .  ti'~p] and so .tt ~ r~[~fi~ . . . . .  ~fio]. 
It follows that -r" works as required when R is the rule WL.  
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Case 2: R is ~L.  Again we shall define r ~ to be the disjunction r~ v ~-~ where 
r~ and ~% are to be defined below. Let V={e~: i~</3}. 
Let Ht={¢~E:  q~ is ~'t~ ~/~ for some i,~l~}. Suppose ~=VviO~_H ~. For each 
w~ V and /3 '</3 let r~'~ be chosen by the induction hypothesis to /3'-grip 
(S .E~,F .s )  where E~=EU{~I~(~)}. Let % be k)~/~vk)~/~.<a r¢.~ ~' and let r~ be 
W~, . ,  ~-~. 
Let H ,  be the set of a,. i = 1 . . . . .  p. such that a~ is a disjunction, i.e. of the form 
(3. b~.V). We assume for convenience that H2 = {a~ . . . . .  a~} for some k <~p. Le', 
r=p+l .  
Suppose now that 1 <~i<-k; let S, =(a~ . . . . .  a o, b~). 
For each w~ V. let s, ~=(s~ . . . . .  s o . s , -w) .  For each /3'</3. choose by the 
induction hypothesis a r~,.~, which /3'-grips (S~. E. F. s~'). Define r7 to be 
and let r :  be W,~.v r~. 
Lett ing r ~ in this case be ~'~ v r2. as promised, we now show r R behaves as 
advertised. Suppose M is a K-structure and ~h~ 1..¢/1 v~",~ for i=  I . . . . .  p; let 
~f~ = (~ . . . . .  fib,). Then S~.~O~. s) is 
where Wla,..~ll. tfh)(s,) is Vr,,, W(b,.~,¢t, JJl,)(s) for i = 1 . . . . .  k. 
Suppose ~.~  rn[~h ~ . . . . .  ff~,], if ~//~ r~. then there are ¢ = ~'t~ &. w ~ V and 
/3 '</3 such that J /~  r~i~[fi~, . . . . .  ff~o]- By the choice of "r~i ~. 
E. ~lJ(~. W(a~...tt. ~h,)(s~) . . . . .  Wla  o. .~l. ffzf, t(s,,) ~ F ( * )  
is provable in /3' steps. Hence.  as Vt ' ,d~E.  S~.~.On." - s) follows by the rule VL 
from (*) which is provable in fewer than /3 steps. On the other  hand. if ..tt ~ r2. 
there are i such thal 1 ~<i~<k. /3'</3, and w~ V such that 
. , l~r '~, , (  u" ' ' ' "  u"")[igl~ . . . . .  ffl~, ]. 
• I' l i l l  " l~lrl, 
Hence.  ~.¢ll=~'h..~[,-~l . . . . .  i~z o, ffl;] and so by the choice of r'~,~. 
E. W(al ,  .l¢. Ifil)(si) . . . . .  W(a,,  o,¢l. ff, p)(sl,). W(bi. ~¢l, ff~)(s~ -w)= F (* *) 
is provable in {3' steps. Since W(a~.~¢t. i/1~)(s~) is re,,, W(b~.jCt. ffl~)(s~). S~.~4ffz. s) 
follows by VL from (* *). which is provable in fewer than /3 steps. 
Hence.  if ~tf ~ rR[Ih~ . . . . .  fi~,]. S~.~(fi~, s) follows by an application of VL from 
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a premiss provable in fewer than /3 steps. We finish this case now by proving the 
converse. 
SE.~$m s) follows by an appl ication of VL from a premiss vrovable  in Suppose ~ " 
fewer than ~ steps. We leave it to the reader to verify that if the critical formula 
of this inference is in E, then M ~ ~[~i'~ . . . . .  f ib] so M ~ "r~[ff~ . . . . .  fib]- Suppose 
the critical formula is W(a, , .g.  ffh'~(s~). Then there is w~V such that 
(S~ }i~.~Oii-6i~, s?') is provable in fewer than/3,  say in ~ /3, steps, But then bv the 
choice of ,r~,,,, 
•/~ ~ %, ,~[ m ~.. . fib- ffh ], 
i.e. 
.,~_~ {u.,,. u.,][,~,,. ,r,,,]. 
I : l "v"~[~i l  I " [ l in I . . . .  
Hence tt ~ r2[~ii~ . . . . .  li-b], as required, complet ing the proof  in Case 2. 
We leave a full deve lopment  of the remaining cases to the reader. The 
principles used in the two cases above reappear  in the other  cases in much the 
same way. One other  construct ion is required in part of the construct ion of ~.r~ 
when R is ~"L:  ",,','e discuss this now. 
If a, is (1, Y) for some yc_. l"w,,,, ~, we define a ¢~: with the property that. for 
any K-structure .el and ffl =(ff~ . . . . .  fib) where trh~i.lt[ v~",~ for i=  1 . . . . .  p. 
,44 ~ r*[ti~ . . . . .  f ib] if and only if Si".t:(t~t, s) follows by an application of if,. 1. 
whose critical formula is W(a,. M. th, )(.s,), and ~t~os~. premiss is provable in fewer 
than [3 steps. Suppose for cach , /~ Y and /3'</3 that "r~. /3'-grips 
(S. E U{3~(s,)}. F~ s). Then lel r* be 
Then if .,t//~r*[lii~ . . . . .  fib]. there must he 3,~ Y and 13'<13 such that 
, /~ 'y l t r~]  and .tt~'r~[ff~, . . . . .  ~lf,]. Since . f l~y[ff~].  -y is a conjunct of 
W(a,. 3 t . /h ) .  Since .,tt != ~'~. [ffl~ . . . . .  flip]. 
E. W(a,.~.ft. ~Fl~)<s0 . . . . .  W(ap..~t(. ffb)~s,,), "y<s,) ~ F ( + ) 
is provable in ~' steps. But S~.~,(ff~. ,s) follows from (-~) by an application of ~ +i  
with critical formula W(a,. M. ~ih)(s,). The steps of the argument  are sul| iciently 
reversible that it is left to the reader to verify the converse. 
We now show that the formula -r defined above satisfies (2). assuming the 
induction hypothesis above. ~- is a finite dis;unction of formulas r R, so it suffices to 
show that each ~.R satisfies (2). 
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When R is L. 'x,~/$ R is the dis junction of ~'~ and ~': defined in the argument  in 
Case I above. In the definit ion of r~. each -r~, may, by the induction hypothesis.  
be chosen to satisfy t2). But r~ is obta ined f rom these formulas by disjunctions 
and conjunct ions,  and hence can easily be seen to satisfy (2). The argument  hat 
r .  satisfies (2) is slightly more difficult. It is ,.'nough to verify that 
(u,.' " • u,,., )
satisfies (2) for a fixed i. By the induction hypothesis,  we may assume that ~'~c 
satisfies (2) for each ~ '</3 .  
t.et a function I :  S - ,  o~ be given, where S = {uj~: 1 ~<j <~ p. 0 <~ I ~< hi}. such that 
for each j satisfying 1 ~ ] ~ p. (f(u~o). [(ni~) . . . . .  ]'(u~.,)) is a path. We wish to show 
that the result r f  of replacing each free variable u~t of rl by t,n,,,,  is equivalent o a 
formula of 2t'(G). Let f '  extend f and satisfy [(u,i) = f(u~t) for l = i) . . . . .  n~. Finally 
let /",  extending [' ,  be defined at u,,,,,+~ by letting f"(u, . .+t) be the smallest 
, ,umber m such that (f(u~o),f(uiO . . . . .  / (u , , , ) .m)  is a path, and m>f(u i t )  for 
~<-j<-p, O<-I<-n r (and hence m >f (u . )  for 0<-I-<n~). Now for all j such that 
I <-j <-p, (f"(u~,,) . . . . .  f"(u.,, )) is a path, and (f"(u,o) . . . . .  f"(u,,~, )) is a path. (Recall 
that q, = Vlh l ) -  1. and S =(aL . . . . .  ag,, h) . )  Then if ~r~, is the result of replacing 
each free variable u i of r~, by vn,,,, . o-~, is equivalent to a formula in ~ ' (G) .  
Hence the same is true of or = \)¢/,'-t~ a~,. Let m = f"(u,,~). Then by definition of 
f". m is greater  than the subscript of any other  free variable of tr. Further, since 
a, = (2, b,, V), p,,, = V: since (/(u, .)  . . . . .  f(u,,,,), m)  is a path, I (m)= n~, so re . ,  o- is 
equivalent to a formula of ..I'(G). But Vt~,,, cr is equivalent o 
Ur,~ tr~ ): 
' Urq, 
and this latter formula is simply ~'. Hence.  as required, rl' is equivalent to a 
formula in A'(G).  This completes our  verif ication that 1 "R sat isfes (2) whet, R is 
WL.  
When R is VL. the verification is more straightforward, as it involves only the 
fact that J ' (G)  is closed under  conjunct ion and disjunction. 
As  a final important  note, we verify that the I-* defined above satisfies (2). In 
this verif ication wc assume as part of the induction hypothesis that 7~, satisfies (2) 
when (3' < (3 aqd 3' ~ Y. 
Now if 
and tr' is the result of subst itut ing variables for the uj in such a way that the 
subscripts of the variables replacing u~o . . . . .  ui,,, form a path for 1 ~<j ~< p. tr' will 
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'4/ W (T(vk . . . . . . .  vk,, )Ana,) 
where "0~' is the result of making a similar substitution in ~'~,. Now (ko . . . . .  k,~) is 
by hypothesis a path so T(vk . . . . . . .  vg., )E A'(G). By the induction hypothesis, ~ ,  
is equivalent o a formula in A'(G). As ~'(G) is closed under arbitrary conjunc- 
tions and disjunctions, tr' is equivalent to a formula in /t'(G). 
This is the end of our sketch of the proof of Theorem 5.3. 
Lemma 4.3 is a simple consequence of Theorem 5.3 and Proposition 5.2. Given 
a countable admissible A and a~Nom*aNA such that V (a )=0,  ee  K,,,, and an 
ordinal/3 ~ A, we may, by Theorem 5.3, choose ~e A'(G) such that whenever .1~ 
is a K-structure, ~t ~ ~ if and only if Pra(W(a, o~, ¢ ) f f  q~). By Proposition 5.2, 
W(a, ,g, ~) ~ ~ is valid if and only if Pre(W(a, o,1t, ~l) :::> q~) for some /3 e A, so if 
and only if/d ~ '\//~A t/'~. Consideration of the last part of the proof of Theorem 
5.3 will show that tk~ may be chosen primitive recursively in a,/3, will show that 
kb~ may be chosen primitive recursively in a./3, ¢, and hence A-recursively. 
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